Spatial and temporal jitter distort estimated functional properties of visual sensory neurons.
The functional properties of neural sensory cells or small neural ensembles are often characterized by analyzing response-conditioned stimulus ensembles. Many widely used analytical methods, like receptive fields (RF), Wiener kernels or spatio-temporal receptive fields (STRF), rely on simple statistics of those ensembles. They also tend to rely on simple noise models for the residuals of the conditional ensembles. However, in many cases the response-conditioned stimulus set has more complex structure. If not taken explicitly into account, it can bias the estimates of many simple statistics, and lead to erroneous conclusions about the functionality of a neural sensory system. In this article, we consider sensory noise in the visual system generated by small stimulus shifts in two dimensions (2 spatial or 1-space 1-time jitter). We model this noise as the action of a set of translations onto the stimulus that leave the response invariant. The analysis demonstrates that the spike-triggered average is a biased estimator of the model mean, and provides a de-biasing method. We apply this approach to observations from the stimulus/response characteristics of cells in the cat visual cortex and provide improved estimates of the structure of visual receptive fields. In several cases the new estimates differ substantially from the classic receptive fields, to a degree that may require re-evaluation of the functional description of the associated cells.